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Whatwilllmprove a
Student'sMemory?

Hotu does the mind work-and especially how does it learn?
Teachers' instructional decisions are based on a mix of theories
learned in teacher education, trial and erro7 craft knowledge, and
gut instinct. Such gut knowledge often serues us well, but is there
am,tlting sftrdier to rely on?

Cogrtitiue science is an interdisciplinary field of researchers

-tr o m p y c h o I o gt, n e ur o s cience, linguistics, phil o s o phy, c omputer
science. and antlropology who seek to understand the mind. In
this regular -\merican Educator column, we consider findings '

from thisfield tlwt are strong and clear enough to merit classroom
applicatton.

By Dentrr T. \Vrrrrrucneu

Question: I often hat'e students tell me that they studied for a
test, meaning that thev rer.iewed their notes and the textbook,
but they still did not do rvell. If they have reviewed the material,
why don't they remember it? Is there anything I can do to help
them study more effectively?

Answer: Many of my students also tell me that they reviewed
their notes and were quite surprised when they did not do well

on the test. I've found that these students typically know little
about how their memories work and, as a result, do not know
how to study effectively.

In this article, I'll discuss what to tell your students about how
memoryworks: howto committhingsto memory to avoidforget_
ting, and to know when they've studied enough. I,ll provide
examples for classroom demonstrations to make the abstract
ideas more vivid foryour students, and I'll describe howthey can
apply those abstract ideas when they study.

rom the time a child enters school until she earns a

diploma, her principal task is to learn new facts and
skills. It would seem natural, therefore, that somewhere
along the way (perhaps around sixth grade or so, when

schoolwork really becomes demanding) she would be told

Daniel T. Willingham is professor of cognitiue psychology at the Uni-
uersity of Virginia. His new book, Why Don,t Students Like School?,
will be auailable in spring 2009. For his articles on education, go to
www.danielwillingham.com. Readers can pose specific questions to
Ask the Cognitiue Scienfisf," American Educator, SS5 New Jersey Aue.
N.W., Washington, DC 20001, or to amered@afi.org. Future columns
will try to address readers' questions.
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something about how her memoryworks-and something about
howto make itworkbetter. Butthatrarelyhappens. In fact, most
college students report that they have improvised their own sys-
tems of study.lIn this article, I will describe three principles of
memory that are relevant to most of the learning that students
do in elementary and secondary school (and, for that matter,
most of the learning that adults need to do too). The three prin_
ciples I'll describe apply equally to all sorts of learning-from
memorizing newvocabularywords, to reading a novel so as to
prepare for a class discussion the next day on its plot and style,
to conducting a chemistry lab in the morning in order to com-
pare the outcome with examples in a problem set to be handed
out that afternoon.

Memory is a vast topic of study, and much is knor,rrn about it.
Let's take the broad question, what will improve a student,s
memory?, and break it into three more manageable parts: (1)
How can I commit things to memory? (2) How can I avoid forget-
ting the things I have committed to memory? (3) How can I be
certain that I have actually committed to memory the things I
want to know? I will take up each of these questions in turn.
Then, we'll applywhatwe've learned to the classroom.

How Can I Commit
Things to Memory?
Some of what we experience day to day is stored away in our
minds for future reference, but much of it is not. For example, you
might describe in vivid detail the interior of a quaint ice cream
parloryouvisited last summeq but be unable to recallwhat flavor
ice cream you had. \A/hy would your memory system hold on to
part of that experience-the parlor-and discard another-the
flavor? The short answer is that you remember the part that you
thought about.

One of the interesting features of your memory system is that
you don't control what is stored. Wantingto remember some-
thing doesn't have much bearing on whether or not you will
actually remember it.2 Indeed, when you think about it, most of
what you remember is not stuff that you consciously tried to
store. Your knowledge ofcurrent events, ofmovie plots, ofyour
friends' latest doings-you didn't try to commit any of that to
memory. What you did do was think about those things. And
here's how you should think about memory: it's the residue of
thought, meaning that the more you think about something, the
more likely it is that you'll remember it later.

But wait, before you think about that so much that you com-
mit it to memory, let me clarify one point. It's only the most
salient bit-the part you really think about-that turns into a
memory. Back in that ice cream parloq, while you were selecting
your ice cream and then eating it, you certainly devoted some
thought to the flavor. But if it's the interior that you recall later
on, then that's the part to which you devoted most of your atten-
tion and thought.

It can be hard to grasp just how specific, or narrow, your
thoughts-and thus your memories-can be, so let,s walk
through one more example. Suppose you encounter a barking
dogwhile on awalk. There are several aspects of the dogthatyou
could think about. You could think about the soand of the dog,s
barlg what the doglookedlike, or the meaningof the bark (why
i]'sb1*inS, wtretheril's b1kil:,u,ro", the likelihood that a bark-
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ing dogwill bite, and so on). Each of these thoughts will lead to
different memories of the event the next day. If you think about
the sound of the dog's bark, the next dayyou,llprobablyremem-
ber that quite well, but not its appearance.3 Now, suppose that
when you saw the barking dog, you thought mostly about what
a nuisance the noise must be to the neighbors. If, the next day, I
asked, "Did you see anything on your walk that could bite?,, you
mightwell say, "No, I don'tthinkl didl,aTo putthis example into
broader terms, even simple concepts have multiple aspects of
meaning; which one of these you think about will determine
whatyou remember.

Thus, the first principle for students is that memories are
formed as the residue of thought. you remember what you think
about, but not every fleeting thought-only those matters to
which you really devote some attention.

I'll discuss what this principle means for the classroom in
more detail below, but it's worth pausing now to note an impor-
tant implication. It is vital to know what you,re going to want to
remember later, because that dictates how you should think
about the material. Most of the time, teachers want students to
know what things mean. Thus, the advice offered to students
should center on ways to help them think about meaning and
avoid study methods that do not encourage them to think about
meaning.

How Can I Avoid Forgetting the
Things I Have Committed to Memory?
In my experience, people usually believe that forgetting happens
over time; if you don't use a memory, you lose it. That may be a
factor in forgetting, but it's probably not a major one. This may
be hard to believe, but sometimes the memory isn,t gone-it,s
just hard to get to. So, more important than the passage of time
or disuse is the quality of the cuesyou have to get to the memory.
Cues are bits of information that are the starting point for retriev-
inga memory. The goodnews isthatthe right cue can bringback
a memory that you thought was lost. For example, you might
believe that you remember very littte of your childhood home,
butwhenyouvisit as an adult, the sight of the house acts as a cue
that brings memories flooding back. Or you may think that you
have forgotten all ofyour high school Spanish, but a few days of
constant exposure to Spanish when you visit Mexico leaves you
understanding much more than you expected.

A poor cue, in contrast, will not get you access to a memory,
even if you know that the memory is in the system. For example,
suppose that I say to a friend, "Here's the g20 I owe youi, where-
upon he says, "You don't owe me $20." A better cue would offer
more information, like this: "Remembel, we were at Macy,s and
I wanted to buy that shirt but their computer wouldn,t take my
card so I had to borrow cash?" Your access to things that are stored
in your memorywill succeed or fail depending on the quality of
the cues. One obvious source of forgetting, then, is poor cues. you
haven't really forgotten-you just can't retrieve the memory at
the moment because you don't have the right cues.

So far my examples have been cues that come from the envi-
ronment (be it a house or a friend), but when you are trying to
remember something, you generate your own cues. This process
is sometimes obvious, as when you've lost something and you
mentally try to retrace your steps. But sometimes it isn,t: the



process can be so rapid that it,s not verynoticeable. For example,
even a student who is very well prepared for an exam on Ameri_
can history must prompt her memory when answering a broad
essay question on a test, such as, ,,Analyze the eventual impact
of the Louisiana purchase on the events leading to the American
Civil Warl' The environment (that is, the exam) provides very few
cues to memory-the student must generate her own. A well_
prepared studentwill do this rapidly, with each bit ofinformation
recalled seMng as a cue for another.

As we've seen, sometimes a cue isn,t good because
it doesn't offer enough detail or the right detail. At other
times, a cue isn't good because it leads to more than
one memory. For example, suppose I give you a Iist of
words to remember and the list includes several fruits.
You, clever memorizer that you are, mentally catego_
rize the list, thinking, ,,Some 

of the words were fruits.,,
Doing so lets you generate a good cue at recall (,,Let,s
see, I know some of the words were fruits . . .,,). But what
happens if I give you a second list, which again includes
some fruits? Now your cue

Researchers have found that people,s feeling_of_knowing is
meaningful-if you feel that you know something, it is more
likely that you do know it than if you feel that you don,t_but it
is an imperfect guide. One way to test the accuracy of feeling_of_
knowing is to give people a series of general information ques_
tions like those above. For each, the person must saywhether he
would know the answer if he saw it. Often, instead of a simple
yes or no, the person is asked to make a probability judgment,
such as, "I'm 75 percent sure I know the answerl, Aft". 

"u.h lrdg_
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("some of the words were
fruits") will not be so effective
because it leads to two memo-
ries: fruits from the first list
and fruits from the second
list. Howto untangle them?

Students face this prob_
lem all the time. Some
to-be-remembered
material interferes with
other to-be-remembered
material, and the greater
the similarity between them,
the more likely that the cues will
be the same, and therefore the more
ambiguous theywill be. Thus, studying
French vocabulary and then working
some geometry problems probably won,t

more important than the passage oftime or
disuse is the quality ofthe cueslrouhave to get

tothememory.

ment, the person sees four possi_
ble answers and must choose

one. If the person's feeling-
of-knowingis accurate, his
probability judgments

should match the proportion
ofquestions he gets right. For
example, taking all the ques_
tions forwhich he professed

75 percent confidence, he
should get 75 percent of
those questions right
(taking into account that

ql
.a

cause much interference. But studying
French t-ocabulary and then studying Spanish vocabularywill:
for esample, the cue red callsupboth rouge and. rojo.

So. our second principle is that memories are inaccessible
mosth'due to missingor ambiguous cues. Thus, to minimize for_
getting rue *-ill focus on ways to ensure that we have cues and
that thev are distinctive.

How C-an I Be Certain That I Have
ldt1llty Commitred to Memory
the Things I Want to Know?
Do you knowrvho plaved Han Solo in the film Star Wars? Do you
knowthe atomicnumberfor Iron? Doyouknowthe name of the
professional football team that plays in Seattle? We are usually
able to provide rapid answers to such questions (even if the
answer is "no"), and the way we do so might seem obvious. you
use the question as a cue, and either there is, or is not, a relevant
entry in your memory. But that can,t be the whole story because
sometimes you have afeelingthatyou knorv the answer, even if
you can't call it up right now.

People usually believe that forgetting happens
over time; ifyou don't use a memory you lose it.
This maybe hard to believe, but sometimes the
memory isn't gone-its just hard to get to. So,

he'll likely get 25 percent
correct by guessing from among the four answers).

Experiments like thiss showthat most adults think theyknow
more than they actually do.* Somewhat surprisingly, school_age
childrenf are about as good as adults in gauging their knowl_
edge.? Of course, given that adults are not so effective in judging
what they know, it is no great compliment to children that they
perform equallywell.

- This clearlyposes a problem for a student trying to decide if
he has studied enough. If students (like adults) iend to be more
confident in their knowledge than is warranted, we would
exp ect that they will, on average, not study enough. That predic _

tion is borne out by experimental work. For example, in one
study,B fourth- and fifth-grade students were given a passage

* The exception is when people judge that there is no chance that they know
somethlng. On occasion, they actually do know, and so jn these cases people are
underconfident.

t There are,other ways of testing the accuracy of feeling_of_knowing. and children
are worse than adults on some of these,6 but these p.ridigru bear little resem-
blance to schoolwork.
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If students (like adults) tend to be more

of school-related material (either social studies or science) to
be read and learned. All students were told that they should
study so that they would know the material very well. After
studying, they 16sL u lO-item multiple choice test. The experi_
menters estimated how much studying each student .r""d"d
to acquire such knowledge by using another passage and test
of equal difficulty and seeing how much study time each stu_
dent needed to get 100 percent on the test. Then they compared
that required time with the amount of time students themselves

sages. In one study, fourth_ through eighth_grade students read
brief passages about animals.12 fo. 

"*umpi", 
one began, .,The

Western Spotted Skunk lives in a hole in the ground. The skunk,s
hole is usually found on a sandy piece of far"mland near crops.,,
After reading each sentence, students were to ask themselves
why that piece of information might be true. The researchers
found that doing so produced a quiie sizable benefit to memory
compared with students who were simply told to read the pas_
sage and remember it.

Although this strategy is effective for shorter passages,
it's not clear that it would apply well to longer ones. I
cannot imagine students asking themselves ,,why?,, 

after
each sentence of a textbook chapter_but I.can imagine
them asking why at the end of every few paragraphs or
every section.

_Another strategy that might achieve the same goal is
to have students search for and write out the main ideas
of a textbook chapter after they have read it. Next, they
can identi$r how the author elaborates on these points.
Students can draw a hierarchical diagram with the main
chapter ideas at the top of the diagram, and branching
down to subordinate ideas that,rfpo.t the main ideas.
The point ofthis exercise is to get students thinking about
what the main ideas of the chapter actually are, and to
think about how the author supports those ideas. It is a
broader-scale version of pressley,s strategy of getting
students to ask "why?,,

Still another technique is to ask students to write an outline
ofa textbook chapter or oftheir notes from a unit. Then ask stu-
dents to try to \,!Tite a dffirent outrine. Is there another wav to
organize the material? Students might also use a different for_
mat: if they used the standard outline format (alternating num_
bers and letters), they might use a flow diagram, or a hierarchy,
or a cross-referenced document like a Web site. Again, the goal
is to give students a concrete task that they cannot complete
without considering which ideas have been covered and how
they relate to one another.

Knowing that memory is the residue of thought also gives us
some insight into what study strategies will zoiwork. Unfortu_
nately, these include the two that I most often encounter as a
college instructor. \.4lhen I ask a student how he srudied for a test,
the typical answer is that he copied his notes (or marked them
with a highlighter) and read over the textbook. Neither strategy
guarantees that the student will think about what the material
means. Even worse, viewing the material several times leads to
the illusion that one knows it because it seems increasingly

confident in their knowledge than is warranted,
we would expect that theywill, on average, not
study enough. That prediction is bome out by
experimental work In one study, fourth_ and
fifth-grade students allocated, on average, iust
68 percent ofthe time needed.

allocated to the task. The key finding was that students allo_
cated, on average, just 68 percent of the time needed to get the
target score.e

We can sum this up by saying the third principle is tha t people
tend to thinktheir learningis more compleie than itreally is.Thus,
to help students study effectively, we need to find ways to get
them to assess their knowledge more realistically.

Applying These principles to Classroom Work
I've summarized three principles that are important to howyour
memory system operates. \A/hat concrete strategies 

"u, 
yo, ,rrg-

gest to your students to capitalize on these principles? I,ll addreJs
these strategies in two broad categories: formingmemories and
retrieving memories.

Forming Memories
The firstprinciple-memoryis the residue ofthought_describes
how memories are formed. \Mhat remains in your memory tiom
an experience depends mostly on what you thought about dur_
ing the experience. Given that we typically want students to
retain meaning, we will mostly want students io think about what
things-mean when they study. It would be nice if you could sim_
ply tell your class, "when you read your textbook, think about
what it means." Naturally, you know that,s not the case. The
instruction to "think about meaning,,is difficult to fbllowbecause
it is not specific enough. A better strategy is for students to have
a specific task that will force them to think about meaning.x

Through a series ofstudies, reading researcher Michael press_
leyll figured out a way to do this that asked students to pose just
one simple, specific question. He encouraged students to ask,n:*.,",:"_' -ar:, at the 

1nd 
o,f,eacn:,""1""1r:tr,"yr"ua pur_
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behind se3R and simiJar srudy stratesies
The acronym stands tor tive thrngs to do as you ,*a, Srr"y'*Liyo, 

,

will read, generate euestions as you survey, as you Read trfto answer
the.questions, Recite the important information 

", ,o, oroo,"r,
and Review when you have finished reading. Thereire ;;;r;i;",
simrlar strategies, each with lts own acronym. There is some
evrdence that they are effective,ro but muih less than one rirofrt
expect. These methods are widely taught; so rt what t.ve saiJjs
nght, wouldn't they be highly effective, and therefore t""r""if"
used? lthink the problem with these methods is rf.,ru,,f,uy'"r. 

-'
difficult to do well. lt,s hard to know what questions to aik fefor"
you know what you,re reading, and it3 hari to .ememOe. to answer tnequestrons a_s you're trying to understand the text. Students need a strategy that ismore specific.



familiar, but viewing the material does not give it much sticking
power in memory. For example, how well do you know what a
penny looks like? Is "Liberty,, written on the front or the back?
Is Lincoln wearing a tie? Most people don,t know the details of
a penny's appearance,13 despite having seen thousands ofpen_
nies. Repetition (like copying notes or rereading a text) is helpfi:I,
but only when one repeats thinking about meaning. .,Shall,ow,,

repetition (i.e., that does not focus on meaning) is not as helpful
as it seems.

"Think about meaning" sounds like good advice, but there are
things to be learned that are, essentially, meaningless. For exam_
ple, what should students do when learning that iop is the Span_
ishwordfor red? Meaningless materialis difficult to leam because
it is hard to find a good cue. As discussed above, remembering is
prompted by cues, and it is hard to associate the cue (the Spanish
word for red)withthe target memory eojo)whenthe cue and

memoryhave no meaningful relation. Ironically, learning some_
thing by rote memorization is a great time to get creative. The
memorization strategies (called mnemonics) listed in the table
on page 23 gtrve students ways to make up meaningful relation_
ships. And the more creative or distinctive, the befter.

Mnemonics work largely (but not exclusively) by using the
first two principles described earlier. Mnemonics make mean_
ingless material more meaningftrl, givingyou something to think
about and a good cue. For example, the acrostic and acronym
techniques give you the first letter of the to_be-remembered
item, an excellent cue. Then too, many of the mnemonics
encourage the use of visual imagery. Imageryis helpful because
it makes cues more distinctive and less ambiguous. When you
create a visual image of a duck, you must think of a particular
duck. You must specifu its size, proportions, coloring, posture,
etc. AII of these details make the duckmore distinctive, and thus

Myths of Memory
Myth 1: Subliminal tearning or sleep
learning is possible.,,Subliminal,, means
outside of awareness. For example, you
might listen to a recording of music that
has a simultaneous, almost inaudible
track of someone reading an informa-
tive essay. If you listen to this recording
enough times, will you come to know
the content of the essay, even if the
voice was always subliminal? No. Stimuli
that are outside of awareness can have
a subtle impact on some types of
behavior;t but you won,t be able to
consciously access the memory the way
you would access a regular memory.
Sleep learning-in which the essay
would be played as you slept with the
hope that you would remember it upon
waking-unfortunately works no better
than subliminal learning.2

Myth 2: Memory is like a video record_
rng. One sometimes reads that all of
your experiences are recorded perfectly
in your memory and you only forget
things because you don,t have the right
cues. One also sometimes hears, as
supporting evidence, that hypnosis can
improve memory; it,s as though the
hypnotic state gives you direct access to
the memory without the need for cues.
This idea seems plausible, given what
we've said in the main article about the
importance of cues, and it is, of course,
impossible to disprove-a supporter of
the idea can always claim that every
experience is stored away, just waiting
for the right cue. But most memory
researchers don't believe that this is
true. lt would be an odd and terribly
inefficient way to design a memory
system. The hypnosis claim is testable,

and has been shown to be wrong.
Hypnosis doesn,t make memory any
more accurate, although it does
make people more confident that
they are right.

Myth 3: There are herbal
su p p le me nts or pha rmace uti -

cals that can enhance
memory or attenuate the
cogn itive decl i ne associ-
ated with agrng. There
are a few-a very
few-suggestive
findings, and there are

a lot of claims that go
far beyond what the data

support. Simply put, we are

Myth 4: Memory depends on the input
modality. You have probably seen some
version of this: "We remember I0
percent of what we read, 20 percent of
what we hear; 30 percent of what we
see, 50 percent of what we see and hear;
70 percent of what we discuss with
others, 80 percent of what we person_
ally experience, and 95 percent of what
we teach others.', ln the main article,
l've argued that the most important
factor determining whether or not a
memory is long lasting is how much
you think about it. The ordering of the
activities may roughly correspond_you
will definitely think about material
carefully if you teach it to others-
but the ordering could easily change.
There are many things that I read
(e.9., professional journal articles) that
I remember much better than things I

experience (e.9., my drive to work this
morning).4

-D.T.W

Endnotes
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less likelyto be confusedwith other ducks, and therefore a better
cue to the targetmemory.

Retrieving Memories
How can students ensure that what they learn is not forgotten?
There are a few things students might do. One, which is explained
in the table on mnemonics, is to select distinctive cues so as to
decrease the likelihood that they will be ambiguous. Another
way to make memories longer lasting is to distribute studying
over time-in otherwords, don't cram. Stu-
dents will sometimes (with perverse
pride) brag that they studied
immediately before a test,
scored well, but soon forgot
what they had learned.
Research bears out their
boasts. Studying at several
different times means that
you are used to cuing and
retrieving the memory at lots of
different points in time. But if
learning is all crammed into the
same time, you have always cued
and retrieved the memoryduring
the same time. lVhenyou cram,
the memory becomes associ-
ated with the particular time
you study, making the
memory harder to retrieve
later on (although this is not
the only factor'a). But if you dis-
tribute studying, the memory doesn't have that association
because you keep studying it at different times. Naturally, this
sound advice-study early and often-is difficult for students to
follow. Small wonder that most books on study skills have a
chapter on time management.

The final strategy to avoid forgetting is to overlearn. Students
know that they forget, so if they study just to the point that they
know the material, what will happen when they take a quiz the
next day? Some forgetting will have occurred-they won,t know
the material as well as they did the night before. This should be
obvious to students once it's pointed out to them-but just as
students tend to overestimate how complete their learning is,
they also tend to underestimate their own forgetting. rs The solu_
tion is straightforward. Students should study until they know
the material and then keep studying. Howlongtheyshould con_
tinue studying depends on how long they hope to retain the
material, how they will be tested, and other factors, but a good
rule of thumb is to put in another 20 percent of the time it took
to master the material.

This advice-to continue studying after you know the mate_
rial-requires that you can accurately gauge how complete your
knowledge is. \iVhat can be done to help students better know
what it is they know? The most important advice for them is to
test themselves the way they will be tested. Students tend to
gauge their knowledge based on their feeling-of-knowing; as
they "read over their notes," they get an increasing feeling of

11-YY,' ":,:,. :]ll* "lj":11"',,r t s n o t th e s ame thin g a s

being able to reproduce the material on a test.16 How many
teachers have heard a studentsay,,,lknowit, I just can,t explain
it"? Most likely, the student understands it whenyoru explain it,
but doesn't understand it well enough to explain it herself. The
best way to test oneself is to explain the material to another per_
son, ideally one who can ask sensible follow-up questions. This
method will provide a much better metric for the student as to
what she really knows. As an added bonus, testing yourself in
this manner helps the material stay in memory.

Mnemonics work largely (but not exclusively)
bygtvingyou somethingto think about and
a good cue. Imagery is helpfrrl because it

makes cues less ambiguous. When
you create avisual image of a duck
you must think of a particular duck
The details make the duckmore
distinctive, and therefore a better
cue to the targetmemory.

he box below summarizes the three principles of
memory and the corresponding recommendations.
Much more could be written about memory, but the
topic can quickly become overwhelming. The three

principles discussed here are the most important for students.
Naturally, these principles will be more meaningful to your stu_
dents if they see them in action, so see page 24 for some class_
room demonstration ideas.

1. Memories are formed as a residue of thought.
. lf you want to remember what things mean,

you must select a mental task that will ensure
that you think about their meaning.

. lf what you want to remember has little
meaning, use a mnemonic.

Memories are lost mostly due to missing or
ambiguous cues.

. Make your memories distinctive.
o Distribute your studying over time.
. Plan for forgetting by continuing to study

even after you know the material.

lndividuals' assessments of their own knowledge
are fallible.
. Don't use an internal feeling to gauge whether

you have studied enough. Test yourself, and do
so using the same type of test you,ll take in class

(Additional resources and endnotes on page 44)
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How lt Works

: Useful for memorizing lists of I Pegs are usually easy to learn because they rhyme The pegs provide cues to memory.

with numbers. "One is a bun, two is a shoe, three Using bizarre imagery helps to ensure

: is a tree," and so on. lf you wanted to remember that the cues are distinctive and

1 tne tist onion, duck, art6t, you would associate unlikely to be confused with other
i onion with a bun (e.9., a man making a face I cues.

: because his sandwich contains only onion), duck :

with shoes (e.g., a duck trying to paddle on a

pond with big tennis shoes on), and artrst with a

tree (e.g., a man with a beret and a palette who
r made his artist's smock into a hammock between ,

Here's a mental walk from my f ront door to my The stations on the walk provide cues

I driveway. The first location is my front porch, I to memory As with the pegword

r which has a bird's nest by the door, the second is strategy, using bizarre imagery helps to
j the sidewalk, which has a large crack, the third is ensure that the cues are distinctive and

I my asphalt driveway with a red paint stain. To unlikely to be confused with other
I memorize the list onion, duck, aftist, I would i cues.

associate onion with my front door, perhaps by

; putting onions in the nest instead of eggs. Then

I l'd associate duck with the sidewalk by imagining
I the duck with its beak stuck in the crack, and

artrstwith an artist admiring the paint stain on

: the asphalt.

I

I Method of
i

I Loci

I

i

unrelated items in order. You create

a visual image of each item in the list

with a "peg" word. You have

already committed the pegs to
memory so they provide cues for the

to-be-remembered items.

Useful for memorizing lists of
unrelated items in order. You commil

a "mental walk" to memory-a
familiar route with separate,

identif iable locations-then create a

visual image that associates each

item on the list with a location on

the mental walk.

I Acronym Create an acronym using the first

letter of each of the to-be-remem-

bered items; if you can remember

the acronym, you have a good cue

fo1_egch 
9,f ,1h,e l!9Tl.'

Acrostic Create an easy-to-remember

, each word provides a cue for the

, to-be-remembered material. A

; sentence is always easier to

I remember than disconnected words,

: : and often one can create a vivid

I visual image of it, which makes it

i memorable.

: Music and rhymes are used a lot with young

; children, as in learning the alphabet with the

iABC song and in learning how many days are in

each month with the rhyme "30 days hath

, September.... "

Something in the to-be-remembered tThese are often useful in spelling. To remember
material is associated with an aspect that the administrator of a school is spelled with

r The Great Lakes can be remembered with
I HOVfS (Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie,

Superior), the wavelength order of the visible

spectrum of light with ROY G. BIV (red, orange,

ve | | 
oyv, 

-9 
qg-e n,, U19. ]n d 

I -s-gr--vl 
o.l gQ, -,,,, --*To remember the order of the notes on the treble

clef, countless children have memorized "Every

Good Boy Does Fine. " Likewise, the order for
operations in arithmetic can be remembered with
"Bless My Dear Aunt Sally" (brackets, multiplica-

tion, division, addition, subtraction).

I The first letter of each item is a good 
l

cue to memory, and using a word (such

as homes) is meaningful, and therefore

: easier to remember than a random set r

of letters would be.

Like the acronym method, acrostics

provide a good cue for each item and

: are easy to remember because they are ,

formed with meaningful material, in 
i

this case a sentence.

Music or
Rhymes

Mnemonic
Associations

The to-be-remembered material is

set to a familiar tune, set to a

rhythm, or made into a rhyme.

of the material that is hard to
remember.

r Often used for foreign vocabulary

I words. Find an English word that is

close in sound to the foreign
'vocabulary word. Then create a

visual image that connects the

I English sound-alike word to the

: translation of the foreign word.

i a final pal (not p/e), note that she is your pal. To

: remember how to spell grammar (nol grammer),

r think "don't maryour work with bad grammar."
I Here s one more: "stalactites grow from the

, celllng; stalagmltg.s f rom the g1ound,"

: The Spanish word for mushrooms is champino-

r nel which sounds like the English word

: champions. Create a visual image of a boxing

i champion in the ring, arms aloft in victory,

I wearing big mushrooms on his hands instead of
, gloves.

' lf you forget the words, the melody 
i

can provide a cue to help you

remember it. A rhyming cue ("another 
:

month must rhyme with September")

is also usef ul.

These associations inject meaning into ,

: meaningless associations. The last

three letters of principal are meaning-
; less when considered as separate
, letters, but the mnemonic makes them
, into the meaningful word pal.

I This mnemonic uses a two-step
process. The image creates an

association between the cue word, 
:

champion, which then is used as a l

sound cue for the to-be-remembered

material champihones.

Keyword
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